La Sal Mountain Elegies
Pack Creek Fire, June 2021

Elegies
When I first heard La Sals were aflame, I walked outside
to bear witness. I had the naive idea that it might be
a fleeting thing, like a lightning storm or a meteor,
something to catch before it was gone. If only I’d been
right. I couldn’t see much, only indistinct darkness atop
other dark, the first smoke a shadow across the night.
I circumnavigated the building, scrying for a plume or
carpet of fire on the mountains to our east. It wasn’t
until later, on my bike ride home, when I saw the first of
it: flames in Pack Creek drainage, bright mouths hungry
in the night. That was Wednesday, June 9. The fire
was 450 acres.
Thursday brought smoke, columnar, building itself out
of the foothills. In gloaming evening, spotfires danced
and great trees exploded, fire working throughout the
night without pause.
On Friday morning, the fire was 4,000 acres and
burning at all edges. It followed the pattern true for
many human-caused fires, starting low and moving
higher in elevation. On Friday, the winds increased.
Upper roads were closed. Helicopters trailing sacks of
water flew in wide circles between filling ponds and
burn. Fire crews were operating out of the Spanish Trail
Arena, monitoring access points and surveying the fire,
its direction, the wind.
The smoke became pervasive. Wind whipped trash and
last month’s elm seed husks in the gutters along Main

Street. Friends and visitors walked into Back of Beyond
Books. “Oh,” they said. “It feels lovely in here. Did you
see what so-and-so just posted? It was so nice to read.”
When we come together, we start to feel better. For those
uncertain days, we sat inside with the swamp cooler on
and basked in air well conditioned. We followed hashtags
and fire maps, checking perimeters against our memories
of the place. We watched Gold Basin become overtaken
and burn. We checked whether Moonlight Meadow had
yet been touched. It hadn’t yet. Then it had.
On Saturday, it was 5,100 acres. Winds died down. It
became background to our town, the high castle burning.
We made sure the firefighters ate. We bought them
Gatorade and offered rooms. They did the impossible
work of creating boundaries for the fire, digging trenches
and cutting fire lines to restrict its spread.
And today, Sunday, is only hotter and the fire more
voracious. Today, it grew another 1,500 acres,
increasing its area by a third. It hopped the barrier of
Geyser Pass Road and is making unflagging progress
towards Oowah and Warner Lakes. Just a week ago
I was there, amid iris and columbine, larkspur and
lupine. Today there is ash.
We around the fire, folks in Bedrock and Gateway,
Thompson and Cisco, Castle Valley, Moab, La Sal and
Old La Sal have our heads all together trying to decide
what to do. We are making donations and housing the

firefighters, sharing needs and support. But there’s only
so much action we can take; soon, it becomes a waiting
game. Helplessness becomes as pervasive as the smoke.
So we turn elsewhere, to words and to pictures, to hope
and to prayer. None of it will really work. The fire will
burn as long as it needs, save some slight sidelong
corralling by the fire crews. The work it does is to make
us feel better. For now, that’s all we will get.
When Andy suggested we compile a little chapbook of
this time when our La Sals are on fire, I was unsure. I
had questions of utility, validity, and the self-centering
performance of writing about how much it hurts. We all
know this already. So what if we lay it out? Who’s it for?
Pack Creek is burning. It’s all unfair. What more is there
to share?
As I read, though, scrolling through the words of
friends and neighbors feeling much the same and
reeling too, I’ve become convinced that we need it all
in one place. The only way to combat the growing,
thus-far interminable loss of landscape in La Sals is by
supplanting it with our own love and memories, our
appreciation for the place and hope for its life to come.
In the future, however, we must do this: pay wildland
firefighters better. Acknowledge that they are no longer
seasonal federal employees; fire “season” is now yearround and fires must be simultaneously fought and
prevented. Mandate controlled burns, defensible space,
and pragmatic forest management. Wildfires are an

intrinsic part of life in the west. Human impact has
exacerbated fire conditions. This coming—current—fire
season will be the most deadly and destructive one yet.
The acreage aflame in La Sals will be but a fraction of all
habitat and life lost to fire this year. We are but a piece
of the destruction, and it hurts all the more for that.
Ken Sleight has been known to wish for pre-cision
earthquakes and the levitation of a dam. We can do the
same around this fire, hoping for a celestial smoting to
quell the flames. It’ll have little difference, really, from
a governor-sanctioned weekend of rain. But maybe
sometimes, it works: When we heard that Ken and Jane’s
had been evacuated and the ranch had been lost, we
all mourned and sent out collective hope for healing,
for the loss to be somehow less. That came true, when
the next day we learned that only a few structures had
been caught and burned. Now that Ken and Jane have
been allowed back to their property, we don’t wait for
news with bated breath. We wait with great, communal
exhalations. We wait with fervency. We hope for the best.
At the time of publishing, the Pack Creek Fire in
Manti-La Sal National Forest is 8,453 acres. It is 26%
contained. Fire officials forecast containment on or near
July 1. Three more weeks of burning—unless we hope it
extinguished sooner than that.
Sam Van Wetter
Moab, Utah
June 13, 2021

Remember

Christy Williams Dunton
The loss lays heavy on the morning air. The aroma of
this “campfire” comes to rest in the fibers of all below.
The fragrance notes are not of happy camper, but of an
elegy for habitat. The birds sing a requiem by heart.

Terry Tempest Williams
Wed. June 9: Just heard from friends that Pack Creek
Ranch has burned. This breaks my heart. It holds
such a deep and personal history for so many of us.
Jane and Ken Sleight created a community for local
writers that extended throughout the West—literary
and environmental gatherings, readings, parties and
dinners—always rich conversations—home cooked
meals, a place of safety. I wrote large portions of Refuge
there at the Road House. Ed Abbey wrote there and so
many others. The night Abbey died I was staying there.
Jane and Ken Sleight and I stayed up late and toasted
his life and told stories. That night, Taylor, Ed’s favorite
horse, broke out of the fenced pasture and ran wildly
around the Ranch in the wind. I’ll never forget it, March
14, 1989. We all swore Ed had come back in spirit for
one last ride.
I remember another time when we brought a class to
Pack Creek from the University of Utah to see Ken,
a true icon in American conservation aka “Seldom
Seen Smith.” He told the students to use their monkey
wrench for good, a symbol and metaphor for using one’s
creativity for the protection of the Earth.
Another time, Doug Peacock and I played a game of
ping pong with books as there were no paddles. Peacock
won with Rick Bass’ Book of the Yaak hands down.
We cooked a road kill deer for dinner. Music with the
singular Bob Greenspan. Family Thanksgivings. I think
of the field of prairie dogs. Hope they went underground

and survived. Bless them. So many memories in this
place, in these cabins—the Cartwright family with
Clarke et al, many friends who have homes there. I pray
everyone is okay in spite of the terrible physical losses—
that everyone got out—an era is gone. So sad. Fire
Season is real. Climate chaos is real. Not if or when but
now—a fire-breathing dragon is breathing at our doors.
Editor note: Fortunately, the initial news from
Pack Creek was worse than the reality. While
several structures on the Sleight’s ranch were
burned, the devastation was not as complete as
initially believed.

Ken Sanders
I first met Ken Sleight about the time Ed Abbey
published The Monkey Wrench Gang in 1975. Ken
and Ed were good friends and Ed borrowed a lot of
characteristics from Ken for the character of Seldom
Seen Smith. Ken took me along as a boatman on a
Deso trip and I guess he taught me how to row a boat.
Another trip a few years later involved a group of wellto-do Jackson Hole women, including a lovely woman
named Jane (not yet Sleight) who stayed up late and
listened to our lies while the other women slept. Ken at
the time was based in Green River and had a house and
boatyard near the railroad tracks, and a small bookshop
in the old bank building that’s still festering on the
main drag all these decades later. Ken and Ed owned
a farm on the banks of the Green River called Willow
Bend. They later sold it to a magician from LA. After
that fateful Deso trip with Ken and Jane, Jane moved to
town and the next thing you know they picked the Pack
Creek Ranch property that had fallen into decline. I
cannot begin to tell you how many wonderful and one of
a kind adventures I had at Pack Creek with the Sleights.
I am choosing to dwell in the past and the magical
stories of that time, deliberately over the devastating
truth of the ruins of Pack Creek and Ken’s quonset hut
and the reality that an alleged human being would set
a campfire in a tinder dry forest on a 100 degree day in
the summer amidst one of the worst droughts we have
ever seen and then walk away from it.

Ken’s quonset cave is an empty hot metal shell with
nothing left inside. All of Ken’s life was stored in that
shed, going back to his beginnings as a river guide,
when he would take boy scouts through Glen Canyon
back in the 1950s as Wonderland Expeditions. Inside
were all of the papers and documents relating to his
suing the National Park Service over their attempts to
flood The Rainbow Bridge with the foul waters of Lake
Powell. Everything is now gone except Ken’s memories
and ours.
Now is the time to gather round our dear friends and
support them in ways they might need. This includes
giving them space and time to heal in their own ways.
Editor note: We know that Jane & Ken were able to
evacuate both themselves and some precious items.
We will know more of the losses in the coming
days.

Ann Perri
Seeing the Clark Lake Loop Trail on fire right now just
hit me to my core. It flashes before me the many times
I’ve walked there. Flat Stanley has been on that trail.
Friends. Wife. Family. Bears. Fauna. Fish. Love. Aspens.
Sorrow. Rain. Laughter. Exhaustion. All seen and felt
on this trail. That loop provided me more therapy and
solace over 15 years—probably more than the river and
canyon walls below. This fire is wrecking my core.
If you haven’t felt as strongly about a place as you ever
have a person or an object, might I suggest getting out
into your public lands more often? Get out: without
the stereos, without the bluetooth, without the coolers,
without 50 other humans, without engines, and even
without the firewood. Truly enjoy the majesty the
backcountry can provide, before there is too little to
enjoy.

Andy Nettell
Our beloved mountains are burning. The earth is
burning.
Our first date was a run to Moonlight Meadows. Two
years later she said yes in that very same verdant place.
Butterflies abound in Gold Basin. Iris turn purple next
to golden sunflowers.
This is our watershed. This is our watershed moment.
This is our home, a short respite from the summer’s
heat. It’s where hunters hunt and anglers fish. We are
visitors. But this is the critters’ home. Butterflies, birds,
mammals large and small. Here they belong.
It’s being called a mega-drought. No run-off this year.
All we can do is dance for rain. Or pray for rain. Or
better yet, we can acknowledge the climate is changing
because of our actions. We can do something about it.
A friend called to ask if we were in danger. I quickly
assured him we were not. That was a lie. We are all in
danger. “Unless,” says the Lorax. “Unless.”
Last night I watched from our backyard through
binoculars as the fire ran up Mellenthin, then Tuk. Is
South Mountain next? Then across the lens flew a male
Northern Oriole flashing its beauty of orange, black
and white, coloring like the mountain alight. Emily
Dickinson was right. “Hope is a thing with feathers.”
Hope sustains us. I watched this Oriole watch me. Our
eyes met. We’ll be OK.

Caution

Michelle Griffith
I know we all like fire, playing with it, sitting by it,
fireworks, whatever. Please use fire responsibly this
summer. None of them gender reveals please, no
campfires unless fully contained ideally with a cover,
and no fire toys around flammable brush.

Laura Borichevsky
This is thousands of acres of uncontainable burning.
This is the La Sal Mountain range,
Ute land,
home to the piece of my heart that still looks
to the mountains
to find her way.
This is where many folks who live here find
refuge in the hottest summer months.
To me, this is peace.
But now,
This is 4 burned homes and
our community displaced.
This is a night we’re all going to
go to bed thinking about
how much damage we will find
in the morning.
This is the result of irresponsible campfire usage.
This is government failure to
put up a fire ban,
asking instead for prayers for rain.
This is pain.
This is heartbreak.
This is devastating in a way I have been
privileged not to know yet.

This is a community who gives
literally everything to
hundreds of
thousands of
visitors a year.
This is what we have to show for it.
You may not care that
in the middle of a famous desert,
it’s only the mountains that are ablaze.
But this is our home.
And you let it burn.

Amy Irvine
I want us to grieve about this fire but not just this fire, close
to home and heart as it is. I want us to grieve for however
many homes burn—no matter who owns them, whatever
memories go up in smoke. But I don’t want us to just grieve
about this. I want us to grieve about the water we don’t have
to fight these abominations, to grieve for the firefighters
who are fighting a losing battle—some of them dying on our
behalf. I want us to mourn not only the human communities
that will be lost, but the creaturely ones, too. I want us to
mourn the layers of Indigenous grief, loss, and betrayal—
ancient and ongoing—marbled into all the lands we call
public, or wild, or home—because these burn in more ways
than one. I want us to hold it all and keep holding it, even
when it’s inconvenient, or unbearable. Even when it’s not
our own asses in the hot seat. Because if it’s not a monster
fire that’s coming, it’s a demon flood, earthquake, tornado.
It’s the specter of pandemic, poverty, bigotry, violence. All
of it, tangled, enjoined, like the roots of the aspens now
burning in Gold Basin—where the fire headed after having
its way in Pack Creek. Oh, the aspens. Those blessed trees
that stand together as one genetic individual. They stand as
one being who knows this: no single tree survives on its own.
And there’s this, too: aspens flourish in the burn zone.
Aspens thrive after fire.
We are all together now, in the thrall of this new entropy.
And there is only one way out of what’s happening: to
love this planet and each other so damn much that every
other thing we desire pales in comparison.

Porscha Doucette
Grief. My heart is in these mountains. They are my
refuge in every season, but especially when the summers
become unbearably hot and tourists overrun every other
area surrounding Moab. They are a source of plant
medicine and spirit medicine, and I never feel as full
and vibrantly alive as I do up in the La Sals.
To be actively losing my favorite places is a big enough
blow, but to be losing our access to the mountains with
110 in the forecast, and losing our breathable air in the
mornings when we need to be outside, is something
else. It is a balm to see the community coming together
in grief and outrage, and I hold onto that silver lining.
I’m scared for what this means for our aquifer, and for
how long it may take for these mountains to regenerate
in what may be a very long drought. For now I’m trying
to heed this warning of things to come—the need to
cherish clean air when we have it, to conserve water,
and to fight against the rampant and careless use of our
planet and it’s most precious resources.

Jessie Walsh
So hard to resolve the conflict of grief and gratitude as I
reverently and respectfully meet with the beauty of the
Redwoods while the La Sal Mountains in my parched
corner of the world are burning to the ground. It is so
obvious here that we are of it, we belong to it, it is not
ours. Walking with silent prayers, tears in my heart and
in my eyes. With an even greater resolve to care for and
cherish the beauty, the home, the comfort, the shelter,
the awe, the vulnerability, the richness, the embrace and
support that this Earth gives freely to me. Can we please
receive this bounty with respect and give her what
we can in return? She is not here for us, we are here
because of her.

Witness

Shari Zollinger
Cloud-gorged sky, our eyes upward.
Pyrocumulonimbus.
What is the name of this morning?
Fire.
Exemption,
impossible.
Transformation,
possibly.
Grief,
necessary.
Witness,
absolutely.

Samantha Zim
Didn’t know what else to do, so this morning I got up
and painted the fire. Last night I left work early, and
watched the Pack Creek fire grow until after sunset.
As the evening wore on we caught nerve-wracking
glimpses of flames higher and higher on the slopes of
the mountains as the fire climbed into the aspens.
The La Sal Mountains are special. In spring they burst
with wildflowers and replenish the watershed that
keeps the Moab valley green. In summer they provide
a little oasis from the scorching heat that rolls across
the desert. In fall they are first to tell us the season has
turned, melting into the liquid gold of changing aspens.
In winter they seem to tower even higher above town,
majestic in their blanket of white. All this, and they
harbor some incredible people as well.
It hurts to see these mountains burn.
See her painting Pack Creek Fire on the next page
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Sara Amarie
This sweet Mama La Sal is sacred ground.
She has held me gently through every stage of my life.
As a very young child I played in her meadows, splashed
in her waters, and rested beside the ditch where my
Papa would spend afternoons fishing for rainbow
trout. He taught me how to fish in her flowing creeks,
how to be mindful of her care, how to enjoy her simple
pleasures, and how to respect her magnificence. He too
saw her sacredness.
Through the years I spent many weekends exploring
her hills and valleys. Her dark forests were perfect
for watching the stars. Her meadows for collecting
wildflowers. Her grasses for observing birds and
wildlife.
Mama La Sal held me as I skipped through the trees
looking for deer with Gran. Not realizing why we were
there, I excitedly whispered that I spotted one. It was
shot and cleaned as I watched with wide eyes. A rite of
passage. A new understanding of life cycles and how
Mama La Sal also provides food.
Mama La Sal held me and taught me how to trust her
quiet, wise leadership. Once, when hiking with my mom
and sister, rain began and we could not find our way. I
listened and Mama La Sal led me to the path. When it
was important to find a gathering place for a celebration
of life, I listened and she led me to the right tree. When

I was hiking alone last summer and ended up lost, I
listened through the fear and she led me home.
Mama La Sal has held me as I watch my daughters grow
and enjoy her wild space.
Now with heavy heart in my chest and tears on my
cheeks, I hold her as she burns.
My memories are intertwined with the roots of her trees
and grasses. They’re ingrained in her rocks. They float
along her breezes. Her wisdom sparks in my neurons.
Her peace, gentleness, and abundance flows through my
veins. Her sacredness is infused in my cells.
With time, she will rise through the ashes and grow
vibrantly again.

Craig Childs
Unattended campfire, I hear. The La Sal Mountains
out our kitchen window are burning, friends have
evacuated, and living matter, green pine needles and
the flesh of creatures with nowhere to run, boils into
the sunset.
An unattended campfire.

Anne Wilson
We are bearing testimony to the conflagration, the
destruction, the ruination of home and habitat of the
two-legged, the four-legged, the legless, the winged, the
grasses, and the trees. Oh, the trees, who reach up to the
sun, moon, and stars, and down into the Earth, where
they hug and help each other, offering the structure on
which community we call “habitat” is built.
My heart is rent and opened from the stories I am
reading of connection to place, of love of a landscape,
of years of putting down feet among the flowers, near
the lakes and streams, breathing in the special summer
scent of mountain air, flower fragrance with sage and
dry earth. The stories of time: time with friends, family,
and self; time in company and in solitude; time with
the rustling of aspen and cawing of blue jays; time with
buzzing bees and fluttering butterflies; time letting the
bears know you’re nearby; time huffing and puffing to a
summit; time on skis swooshing, the cold air biting your
nostrils and slapping your cheeks; time on horseback,
saddle creaking, moving cows across pasture; time
tracking, sitting, alert for glimpses of elk and deer;
time teaching and learning and gaining wisdom; time
understanding the soul of a place in a thousand ways;
and, of course, time with the place seeping deeply into
our bones.
As I witness the destruction, the stories and the sorrow,
all I can think today is that for every other fire besides
Pack Creek—those in Helper, in the Coconino National

Forest, in California, in the Amazon, in Siberia, and
on and on and on—there are such stories. Such loss.
Such sorrow. Such connection with place and with
community. Such testimony.
This is true of fire and floods and typhoons and
hurricanes and heat waves. Many are bigger, stronger,
more frequent, more devastating, more extreme than
they otherwise would be, and the effect is cumulative.
This is not to minimize us, and what we’re going
through now. This is to magnify us, to amplify us. The
etheric energy of loss and testimony is palpable to me.
I imagine the stories and experiences hovering over
every place that is experiencing such events. I want it
all—each of them—to count, to mean something for the
future, to be a catalyst for courage, and for meaningful
change.
I feel such gratitude for the storytellers, for those who
are chronicling this time, in this place; their memories
and losses; their love and devotion to the places we call
home.

Tom Edwards
birth and death
ugliness beauty side by side
sometimes this world so far beyond
an easy comprehension
planting last of peppers
in heat as mountains burn
billowing smoke into the sky
stinging eyes loose tears
of sadness mixed with joy
to water this parched earth

Terry Tempest Williams
This morning’s view—the La Sal Mountains have
disappeared in smoke. Round Mountain looms large
in blue light. Mesmerizing to witness, difficult to take
in, unsettling all around—and this is just the beginning
for life in the Western states this summer. Where does
some form of equilibrium come from? For me, it’s in the
witnessing, in feeling the weight of the losses and trying
to understand why this is happening in both simple
terms and all its complexity. It’s also being pragmatic
as in no campfires, and no fireworks this summer. Full
stop.
From any community on the planet facing climate
collapse and to our own mega-drought in the Colorado
Plateau, I believe Earth is asking us to wake up and
respond and see what the spiritual implications of our
conscious and unconscious actions are having on the
integrity of life in all its manifestations, large and small.
Recently, I spent an afternoon with the Kiowa writer
Scott Momaday, a dear friend and mentor. He talked
about the need for atonement for our actions against the
Earth. What might that look like? I am thinking about
that. Be it fire or floods, hurricanes or tornadoes, or
whatever destabilizing forces we are facing: ecologically,
socially, culturally, economically, and personally—We
are here and there is no place to hide—We need each
other—This is the power of community as a stay against
the confusion of this time, especially as we emerge
from our pandemic isolation. There are many ways

to respond to the challenges at hand, beginning with
no more fossil fuel development on public lands and
greater emphasis on passing local and national laws to
support a climate action agenda on all fronts, including
racial equity and inclusion—It’s all part of the whole we
have chosen to fragment at our own peril.
Momaday writes in Earth Keeper, “In my truest being,
I am a keeper of the Earth. I will tell the ancient stories,
and I will sing the holy songs. I belong to the land.”
We all belong to the land. We are interrelated and
interconnected—and that is a beautiful thing.
Forgive my musings.

Claire Core
Mama Mountains, gem of our region, top of our
watershed, bringer of clouds and maitresse of moisture,
we see you hurting, and we are hurting with you
today! This drought has burst and flames are eating
ferociously. Sending prayers for all your beings, the
mountain’s creatures, folks who live in the hills, the
pinyon and juniper, the cottonwoods and oak. Fire, take
what you must, but please leave some too. Pray for this
wind to calm and dance until it rains. Damn. This is
the fear of the west and it’s happening here. We are all
safe in the valley. But things are not well in the beloved
mountains above.

Jessica Obladi O’Leary
They say it takes a village. That village also includes the
land. The land holds us together as a community. As we
move across the surface we forge friendships that run
deep. Our shared experience in this landscape knit us
together. These mountains shaped me into who I am
today. They helped me grow my little humans into big
humans. I know this is only one of many cries it will
take to process this loss.

Celia Alario
Prayers going out to the critters, the pinyon-juniper
forests, the ranch and wild animals, crawlers and
winged ones in the midst of the ongoing Pack Creek
Fire, 0% contained. I’m realizing that numbers of acres
burned feels relative, the loss all feels huge, knowing
and loving those nooks and crannies of rugged high
desert mountains so much.
I recall a crisp clear day in late May, just a few weeks back,
where the quality of the light was such that the babygreen new growth in the aspen trees was so sparkly and
bright, you could trace the fingers of the creek and Gold
Basin with your eyes from town. I stood with my mouth
gaping open in the Geezer parking lot, gobsmacked by the
beauty of it all. I thought about heading up there, to see
the new leaves, but decided I had other things to do.
Now as the La Sals burn I’m thinking about the times
I did or didn’t follow the pull to drive up and visit the
aspen, that band of interconnected beingness which
looks to us like many separate trees but is really all one.
So I renew my vows to chase the beauty, to go for the
connections to the places that call to me, to linger ever
longer in the presence of a wild forest, a hawk or dragon
fly, even a dandelion boldly busting its way through a
crack in the pavement. I recommit not to be too busy to
give my attention to wildness, to choose a pace that allows
me to see how remarkable life is while it is here, and, if
I’m lucky, I’ll be more remarkable myself as a result.

Assist

Josie Kovash
Amazing how simultaneously fragile and resilient
everything is. Our mountains are aflame. This spot was
Hunter’s first night among the old aspens. This place
might be gone. Embodied destruction, gobbling up
fuel, is such a metaphor for everything that feels out of
control in our world right now.
I am in awe of all the firefighters arriving to the front
lines. I am so sorry for those that have lost their homes,
and for all of us that will continue to grieve our precious
La Sals. Let us be present. Let us be conscious creators
and careful, deliberate destroyers. Let us grieve this,
together. Let us celebrate rebirth while learning every
lesson we can from the death that precedes it.

Back of Beyond Books
None of this is surprising: not the early summer
fire in our foothills, the dense plume resultant, our
town cloaked in smoke. None of this was unforeseen:
“exceptional” drought, a campfire untended, sootstained
firefighters eating dinner in the dark as spotfires dot
their vision. It is the reality of climate chaos, our human
world abutting a wild one in dangerous proximity and a
dry spring in the high west. It is sorrowful.
Do not despair. May it be bolstering. Sing a song for
La Sals ablaze, the creatures flying and fleeing, the newgrown green ashen with flame. Read a book. Read books
of explanation, books of prediction, books of escape into
other worlds clearer than our own. Come visit us. We’ll
be here, singing and reading and commiserating, hoping
the blaze contained and abated, hoping the fire crews
safe, hoping this summer of inevitable pain will scorch
us toward change.

Rachel Brown
Most days, it’s so nice to leave the downtown hubbub
and retreat to Pack Creek. We are devastated; we may
not lose our house, but that’s not really what drew us
there. I’m so mad at that random camper, I’m so mad
at every idiot in power that denied or ignored climate
science and entrenched this course we’ve been set on,
but most of all I’m just so damn sad for our collective
loss of the Pack Creek area and it’s ecosystem.
I can’t explain or convey the swirling smoke cloud of
emotions I have experienced over the last couple days,
including just numbness. We are damn lucky. But really,
it’s due to the massive effort put forth by the firefighters.
As much as I hated and fought cutting back bushes and
trees the last few years at the very first home we ever
owned, the firefighters said it made all the difference in
their ability to defend our home. The debt of gratitude I
have to them is beyond measure.
Editor note: The Browns were able to return home
Sunday. Their structures were unharmed, save a
charred hole in the deck.

Brooke Williams
Although smoke continues filtering the light coming into
Castle Valley this morning, and while the Pack Creek Fire
responsible for the smoke still rages on the other side of
the pass, I’ve calmed down a bit. I’m calmer because that
huge grey-brown cloud that stepped like a monster off of
Porcupine Rim a few days ago has moved on. We were
headed to town when we first saw it and turned around,
thinking that if the monster were to drop into Castle
Valley, the authorities might close the road, leaving us on
one side of a barrier and our animals on the other.
My calm is fragile, fleeting, based on relief from an
immediate threat. Too, it may be based on my growing
knowledge of a term I first learned over a year ago when
the reality of the pandemic first set in: tzu-jan. (Note
that I wrote ‘”knowledge of”, not “understanding”). I
discovered tzu-jan in the introduction to David Hinton’s
book, Mountain Home: The Wilderness Poetry of
Ancient China. In the west, tzu-jan is translated as
‘freedom’ or ‘nature’ or ‘spontaneity’, terms which,
based on my growing knowledge of it and greater sense
of its existence, don’t do it justice. Rather, tzu-jan is
the “perpetual generation of the ten thousand things”
which recognizes “the Earth as a boundless generating
organism.” I know that tzu-jan is related to the Tao—the
way—and in my young thinking, it may in fact be the
force keeping the “way” moving into the future.
Talking last night to friends here from California for
whom wildfires have become part of their year, like

Christmas and the bloom of poppies, I realized that this
is now our life. This morning predawn between layers
of consciousness, I saw the fire as but one of the ten
thousand perpetually generating things, floating as if in
liquid as it swirls down a funnel, spinning faster and faster
as it nears the outlet, beyond which spreads the unknown
and unlimited future. Climate change is spinning, swirling.
Our decaying democracy, swirling around and around with
each day’s mass shooting, and fires here and everywhere,
all spinning, swirling faster, faster, faster, closer to the
end, our end. This is now our life.
For decades, I’ve been one of a very few members of a
very privileged gender, of a very privileged race in a very
privileged country that has not had the constant worry
of survival. That is all gone.
This is my life now.
This is our life now.
To tzu-jan and the Tao, the constant force moving
into the future, humans are not the exception. We are
subject to the same rules of the universe as everything
else. From the Tao de Ching: “That which goes against
the Tao comes to an early end.” And “what’s not the way
soon ends.”
Let this not minimize but magnify us.
This is now our life.

Epilogue
These pieces were written over five days between
June 9 and June 14, 2021. This publication was borne
out of collective grief and a reparative necessity, a
compendium of traceable feelings as our home and
foothills burn. Some of it was written on request. Most
was pulled from social media, this publication a kind of
setting-down of the #packcreekfire hashtag. If it reads
like we don’t yet have the whole story, that’s true. We’re
compiling in media res a story that will only get bigger
and sadder. A full accounting of this fire will take years.
We’ve thrown this book together in defiance against all
the things we cannot control.
We are certainly leaving much of the story out. We have
no contributions from butterflies, no words from bees,
no firefighter’s ashen heroism, no replanting of native
seed. The paper we’re printing this on was once another
tree elsewhere, its growth reformed into something
you can read. Love it as much as any aspen stand, any
ponderosa grove, any dead-fell bench at a favorite vista
view. Love it despite its incompleteness. Treat it as a
remembrance. And then fill it back anew.
Special thanks to Allyson Mathis for her help with
layout and design. Thanks to Steve Budelier at the
Canyonlands Copy Center for his assistance in printing.
Thanks to Andy Nettell for working against his own
paralyzing grief to help consolidate these important
words.

The opportunity for the spoken word is powerful.
Thanks to Shari Zollinger for conceiving and planning
the La Sal Mountain Elegies night at Back of Beyond
Books.
The opportunity for the written word is powerful.
Thanks to Sam Van Wetter for his editing skills and
support for this booklet.
And finally, forever, thank you to La Sal Mountains
for refuge and respite, for resplendent alpenglow and
the cold promise of morning, for reflecting our own
cycles of growth and maturation without judgment or
containment. All of us, the lucky human community
encircling your extrusion, is richer for your presence.
We are sorry to watch you burn. We will regrow with
you, too.
We’ve included several blank pages beyond this spread
for your own words, your own wisdom, your own
senseless hurt and fiery embrace. Use as you wish.
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